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The Aeroclub held a fly-in event on Sunday
last, and although the weather elsewhere in
the country prevented many pilots who intended on visiting us from coming, we did
welcome aircraft from the United Kingdom,
Birr, Weston, Galway, and Limerick.

for similar or different events next year,
we‘re all ears!

And even though it‘s (thankfully) still some
time away, the desire exists to organise a
Christmas night for club members. If anyone
would like to volunteer to help plan or orFor most of the visitors, it was their first time ganise such a night, please let us know!
to visit us, and they seemed very impressed
with Waterford Aero Club and the airport in
general.
For members of the club itself, it marked the
first time in quite a while that a breakfast
was served up, and many members contributed by bringing along bread rolls, orange
Ollie Dowling
juice, rashers, sausages, cereals, eggs, pizzas
etc, and it is fair to say that a great morning Finally, the kitchen is currently well-stocked,
and afternoon were had!
so surely somebody would like to volunteer
to prepare a breakfast next Sunday morning
A huge thank you goes out to all those who for the regulars!?
contributed in many different ways to the
two fly-in events hosted by the club this
But thanks again to everyone who helped out
summer. And although two memorable
for the two events, and indeed to the airport
events were had, hopefully the weather will authorities for waiving the landing fees!
be kinder to visiting pilots next year.
*Fly-In Competition* - see page 2.
If any members have any viable suggestions

Kerry Fly Out
The Fly –Out to Kerry is scheduled for Sunday, September 12th, departing at 11am. Can
any aircraft owners and members using club aircraft and who intend to travel RSVP to the
newsletter email address.
If any student / non-PPL holding members want to travel to Kerry, can you also let us
know. Such members will be in a draw for available seats, and maybe expected to contribute to the cost of the trip. This would be an ideal opportunity for such members to leave the
circuit and see how you may eventually enjoy your licenses!

Waterford Aero Club

A Note from the CFI

Brian Power,
Chief Flying Instructor

Both optimists and pessimists contribute to the society. The optimist invents the
aeroplane, the pessimist the
parachute.
— George Bernard
Shaw

Hello again, with the
Summer rapidly coming
to a close and short
days on the near horizon, I would like to remind everyone about our
night rating that we offer
in our Piper Warrior.

should be left to the
PIC) it is still a remarkable experience ,especially on a
cold clear evening to fly
over city and town. Five
hours are needed for the
rating, with normally

Although it is unfortunately confined to the
CTR only (never is a
chance missed to remind
the IAA of our opinion
that the VMC decision
at night as it is during
the daylight hours

three with the instructor
and two solo and you
will be open to a whole
new experience. The
night rating is also a requirement for the issue
of a CPL.
And finally if you have
any questions about any
flying technique, just
ask myself or any of the
instructors and we will
be glad to help.
Thank You and safe
flying! Brian

Fly-In Competition Carried Over!
The club received two vouchers from
Atlantic Air Venture for a 1 hour session
each on their Boeing 737-800 simulator
located at Shannon
Airport.

NEW MEMBERS

The original intention was to award
these prizes for flyin categories such
as best ETA etc.

Welcome to new members
who have joined the club in The prize for the
the past month;
best ETA has been
awarded to member

Aaron Fraher
Howard Cox, who

Gerry O‘Brien
briefly made an appearance at a
(competing) fly-in at
The best of luck to both of Limetree in his BD-5 EI-DNN, and reyou as you begin your
turned to Waterford at precisely 14:00, as
training with us!
he had planned! So enjoy the 737 Howard!

In an attempt to encourage contributors to
this newsletter, the second one-hour 737
simulator session voucher will go to the
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club member who writes the best real-life
flying-related story for next month‘s edition. And to keep things above board, those
who
contribute will have
their story forwarded anonymously to Brian
Power who will
have the final say.
So get your thinking
hats on, and submit
your story to the
newsletter email
address.
A huge thank you goes out to Atlantic Air
Venture at Shannon, who, despite the current economic climate, were the only organisation to continue their support of the
club, and actually doubled their usually
offering. Their website is
www.atlanticairventure.com
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Current Prices:

As this question recently came up in the clubhouse, and answers a bit thin on the ground (ahem), it
might be useful for members to refresh themselves with the visibility minima in Class C Airspace
from the following table (IAA AIP).

Tecnam: €117 per tach
hour.

Special VFR can be filed, with the consent of ATC, in meteorological conditions which are lower
than the Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) in the above table, but with a flight visibility not
less than 1500m and clear of clouds and in sight of the surface, and by night in VMC.

Headsets
For some unknown reason (but easily guessed), the
club‘s supply of headsets has seemed to diminish in
recent times. It may be worth while for student pilots
in particular to know that a decent headset can be
purchased for approximately €100. A headset the
club can recommend is a SkyLite SL-800 available

Hangar Rash & Hangar Doors
Definition: Hangar rash is an aviation term
that refers to minor incidents involving damage to aircraft that typically originate due to
improper ground handling in and around a
hangar, other aircraft or objects on the
ground.

Warrior: €138 per tach
hour.
Cheapest Rates in Ireland!

from eBay and includes a useful carrying case. Several
members already have this headset and seem very
pleased indeed.

Dishwasher Dodger of the Month

Unfortunately, several incidents of hangar
rash have occurred over the summer months.
Obviously an aircraft is a very precious possession to its owner, and that owner is entitled
to expect that his/her aircraft will be treated
with respect.
Members are reminded to be extremely cautious whilst moving aircraft, and whoever
takes an aircraft from a hangar is solely responsible for returning it.
Equally, as all hangar doors are once again
fully functional, please remember to close
hangar doors and the main clubhouse door if
you are the last person to leave, regardless of
whether or not you are under the impression
that someone else may be at the club later that
day.
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Mr nohJ hoecR
As the club’s resident plumber, you’d think that John would know
where the dishwasher is!
Next Month: it could be you!

The Jersey Air Rally 2008
By Dick Cole
The Jersey Air Rally is an event that is held annually on the
island of Jersey just off the coast of France. The Rally is very
popular and many aviators from as far away as America and
from all over Europe compete in the Rally.

flowing from the bowser, and with great relief, I returned to the
club. A chain gang was then ongoing filling the containers and
taking them back to the club to fill the 210.

The plane now refuelled, we were at last ready to get away to
I being a regular participant to the Rally over the years decided Jersey with the first group; alas this was not to be as fog sudto get a group of club members together to consider going to
denly descended onto the airport and grounded us – we could
the 2008 Jersey Rally; my aim was to get as many pilots to take not believe what was happening to us!
their aircraft to the Rally and go for the ‗Club Trophy‘.
However, the fog soon lifted and Pat was able to leave with the
The pilots who agreed to participate in the rally (at our meetfirst group. He returned for the second group late evening and
ing) were Chris Hennessy and his wife Napha, Pat Hayes and
off we went with Pat once again to Jersey to arrive at our destihis wife Sheila, and their friend Maureen, Frank O‘Sullivan,
nation at 9pm to a relieved, but I am sure a very tired pilot. We
Liam Doherty, Neil Merchant, myself and my wife Marie.
were made very welcome by the Jersey Air Rally people. After
refreshments in the club house, we were taken to our hotel
Pat was taking his Cessna 210, Frank his PA28, and Liam our where we all got ready for our evening meal.
sportscruiser, and there was a possibility that Victor would take
the Cessna 310, but unfortunately Victor had to cancel due to
We all had a fantastic few days in Jersey, as the weather had
business commitments.
improved giving us all a lovely, warm and sunny weekend.
Monday, our weekend over, we made plans to leave after the
formalities were completed and goodbyes etc to the Jersey peoFriday the 27th June was our departure date and we were all
anxiously checking the weather hoping it was going to be good ple, Pat set off with the ladies first and said he would be back at
around 2pm. So 2pm came, then 3pm, 4pm and no sign of Pat.
for our flights to Jersey. In the interim period, all the aircraft
were being checked and prepared ready for our coming week- Now I‘m wondering what else had happened. Then to my great
relief, Pat landed at 4.30 pm. No mention as to why the delay
end trip to Jersey.
was discussed, we were just happy to now get away from Wath
On Thursday 26 , the weather was not looking very promising terford. After a quick photo shoot for the Jersey club magazine,
we eventually departed for home.
and it was certainly doubtful that we were going to get away;
we were feeling very dejected and full of disappointment, when
Pat Hayes kindly offered to ferry the group to Jersey and make Coming into land at Waterford, I noticed Pat had not used any
two trips, and although we felt disappointed that we could not flap; this puzzled me till on landing Pat explained the reason
nd
fly in our own planes, this magnanimous offer from Pat to take for the delay on the 2 trip was because his flaps had failed to
retract so they had to go to Keith and get them wound back by
us all to the Rally was beyond belief, which we all gratefully
accepted – this could only have been possible due to Pat having hand. Hence the delay and having to make the journey without
the use of flaps.
an Instrument Rating.
Now all that was left for us to do was to refuel the 210 on the
Thursday evening ready for departure on Friday morning and
to file flight plans. Thursday, flight plans completed, we called
the airport for fuel, only to be told – ―sorry, no fuel and the
bowser isn‘t working‖. We could not believe what we were
hearing. Panic Stations. What were we going to do now? Our
disappointment was at ground zero. After much pleading with
the powers-to-be at the airport, they told us to leave out the
plane and they would call on an engineer to come and fix the
bowser and they would then refuel the 210 by the morning.
Come very early on Friday morning only to discover the plane
had not been refuelled, as no qualified union engineer was
available but if we wish we could decant the fuel from the
bowser into containers, so no there was a big panic to find approximately 10 containers; having borrowed sufficient containers, we were now told we needed a pump to decant the fuel – I
shot off into Waterford to locate and purchase a suitable pump.
I was just on the point of purchasing one when my mobile rang
and was told the problem had been solved and fuel was now

My sincere thanks to Pat for enabling us all to have a really
great few days in Jersey!

L to R: Dick Cole, Chris Hennessy and Pat
Hayes pictured alongside previously club-based
Cessna 210 EI-CDX at the Jersey Air Rally
2008.

Photo Gallery—Memory Lane

An old baggage tag—the very first Ryanair flight took off from Waterford Airport in 1985.

Memory Lane...photos
from 1985

An RV8 G-CCIR that
overnighted at the club
on August 7th last from
Wiltshire, UK.
Hope to see you back
again!
© Ollie Dowling

Club-based sportscruiser EI-EMV
seen on rotation from runway 03
on July 30th last.
© Ollie Dowling

Club member Shane Molloy on board
Tecnam EI-WFD seen taking off from runway 21 on August 10th last.
© Ollie Dowling

© Ollie Dowling

Three visiting Tecnam Aircraft. Top left D-ETRE pictured having arrived from Le Touquet (LFAT) in Northern Eastern France.
Incidentally, the flight (non-stop) took 4.5 hours and used 72 litres of fuel (!). This aircraft is also serial number 003 for the
P2002-JF production line. Top Right: EI-JPK from Limerick Flying Club at Coonagh (EICN), arriving for regular maintenance
at Waterford.
Below Left: German registered D-MEEG visited the airfield in August. Below Right: FK Lightplanes FK-9.

Club-based Dimona Motor Glider EI-CRV seen prior to its first take-off in almost a year 18/08/2010.

Club-based Rutan Longez 1716 pictured during
a recent engine test, with
member Fia O‘Caoimh at
the controls.

